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a b s t r a c t

The cloud-based Internet of Things (IoTs) storage enables patients to monitor their health remotely and
offers services for physicians of various Medical Institutions (MIs) to diagnose and treat them on time.
As a matter of trust, patients are legally expected to hide their real identity and ensure data privacy
in the cross-domain of IoT-healthcare, whether it is stored correctly or modified due to external and
internal attacks in the cloud. Additionally, physicians treat patients and continuously store duplicated
data in cloud storage, which increases the cost of computing. In this context, this paper presents HIDE-
Healthcare IoT Data privacy trust management framework, focusing on attributes. Patients’ attributes
are used to encrypt and decrypt sensory data between patients and different entities by incorporating
the idea of trustworthy and secure shared keys. HIDE uses an intelligent object’s pointer to store the
same patient’s sensory data in various versions to prevent data duplication, which will help track MIs
that treat patients. An intelligent content-based emergency data access control is developed to monitor
multiple patient health criticalities in HIDE. The security analysis and experimental evaluation attest
to the benefits of the proposed HIDE framework, considering security and privacy metrics.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The recent advancements in the Internet of Things (IoTs)-
nabled Biomedical Sensors (BMSs) have made it possible for
atients to monitor health and remotely offer services for physi-
ians from various Medical Institutions (MIs) to diagnose and
reat patients on time [1–3]. Various BMSs are used to monitor
he patient’s vital signs of the patient and the vital signs can
nclude heartbeat, respiratory rate, blood pressure, temperature,
tc [4]. In addition, the deployment method for the various BMS
ensors can be wearable, implementable, and off-body, as de-
icted in Fig. 1. The sensory data (monitored data) of vital signs
re forwarded to the centralized device, known as, the Body
oordinator (BC), which forwards the sensory data to the physi-
ian and stores in the Public Cloud Storage Server (PCSS) [5].
he cloud technology is an important advancement in the use
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of efficient networking and location-independent data storage fa-
cilities without the management of hardware and software costs
borne by users. However, there is a question of privacy to hide
the real identity of the patient from the doctors during health
examination and also need to verify the integrity of the stored
data whether it is correctly stored or altered/removed by external
or internal attacks in PCSS [6–8]. In spite of this, PCSS is faced the
yzantine problem [9] by not showing the patient or physician
he deleted/altered data to maintain high cloud credibility. The
CSS can remove the stored data of the existing patients and
ssign the empty locations to data of the new patients, which is
he second intention of PCSS. Third, there is a potential risk to
odify the basic meanings of the cloud-based data stored caused
y different attacks.
The patient’s data can be stored in the cloud using a symmetric

pproach and downloads all stored data from the cloud for data
ntegrity auditing, which is an expensive method in terms of
omputation, storage and communication costs. In addition, there
s a security risk that keys on communication networks would be
ompromised and confidential data would be exposed to attack-
rs. The most up-to-date solutions for data integrity auditing of
tored data in the cloud have been rendered using Third Party
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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uditor (TPA) services [7,9,10]. This lowers the costs of patient
ommunication, storage, and computing.
However, it has been noticed that the TPA can guess the real

dentity of the patient in assisting data integrity auditing and
lso can render the important contents of sensory data from
ignatures and hash values [11]. The PCSS can also guess the real
identity and data contents. Thus, it is very important to hide the
real identity of the patient and data contents using Attribute-
Based Encryption (ABE) [12], which allows sharing data with
other users without involving keys that may expose the patient’s
data [13].

The Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE)
[14–18] schemes are designed to monitor the individuals in-
volved in the system whether or not they are leaking decryption
keys to others for some benefits. Furthermore, the patients’ sen-
sory data are forwarded to multiple MIs in IoT healthcare where
the physicians of each MI remotely diagnose patients’ health
conditions and recommend optimal care. The multiple MIs up-
oad multiple encrypted data files of the same patient to PCSS
nd consumes high storage, computation, and communication
osts [11].
However, this ABE [11] does not support data duplication and

is also not handling emergency data access. This scheme [19] has
achieved the data integrity auditing through identity-based using
multi-replica provable data possession and has not considered
the problem of emergency data access control. The Private Key
Generator (PKG) [7] has employed for public–private key pairs
eneration of patients wherein the user may lose its identity
rivacy and data privacy in cloud. The schemes [20–24], do not
upport the same data storage in multiple cloud servers.
If a patient feels an unexpected health issue (e.g. heart rate

ises or decreases) in life-threatening circumstances, the existing
tudies have handled such an emergency situation using a break-
lass access method, in which the patient informs physicians and
amily members by telephone call [25–29]. However, this method
ay inform the physician that it has been delayed which can
ut the patient’ life in danger. Subsequently, this existing studies
ould not handle several patients in life-threatening situations
o allocate healthcare facilities on the basis of health critical-
ties. The Break-The-Glass Access Control (BTG-AC) [29] is the
pdated method of the Break-The-Glass Role-based Access Con-
rol (BTG-RBAC) [30,31] ensuring the access control policies for
uthorized users and detection of un-authorized behavior in the
ystem. Moreover, the master secret key and the user’ password
as used for encryption and decryption of data to access the
atient’s information in the life-threatening situation [25]. This
ightweight Break-glass Access Control (LiBAC) [32] handles the
ife-threatening situation of patient bypassing the access policies
o notify physicians on time. The patient uses the break-glass
ccess policy to inform the relevant personnel by phone call to
ecrypt the related data stored in cloud when a patient is in
ife critical problem [20]. These existing schemes have problems
f data storage privacy and also cannot hide the real identity
f patients in life-threatening situation. We therefore need and
otivated to design an automated decision-making system to
end alerts to the physician in advance on time, without security
hreats.

Towards this end, this paper presents HIDE-Healthcare IoT
ata privacy framework focusing on data attributE. Patients at-
ributes are used to encrypt and decrpyt sensory data between
atients and different entities by incorporating the idea of trust-
orthy and secure shared keys. HIDE uses a pointer object to
tore the same patient’ sensory data in various versions to pre-
ent data duplication aimed with tracking of MIs that treat pa-
ients. The contributions of the paper can be summarized as

ollows:

327
Fig. 1. The proposed IoT-Healthcare System Model for trustworthy and secure
Cloud data storage.

1. System and threat models are designed considering attacks
on data from different types of bio-medical sensors in-
cluding wearable, implantable, and external smart devices,
while it is communicated and processed at edge and cloud
level.

2. Efficient data sharing scheme and intelligent content-based
data access control are developed for managing health-
care data duplication, and trustworthy emergency data
processing.

3. Security and privacy analysis are carried out by proving the
handling capability of HIDE against various attacks.

4. Finally, experimental results analyzed and compared with
the state-of-the-art techniques for validating the perfor-
mance benefits of HIDE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details
the proposed HIDE framework focusing on system and threat
models, healthcare data sharing managing duplication, and intel-
ligent contract for data access. Section 3 discusses the security
and privacy analysis of HIDE framework, while experimental
results analysis and comparisons are performed in Section 4. The
conclusion of the paper is presented in Section 5.

2. HIDE-healthcare IoT data privacy using attribute

2.1. System model

In the modern technological advances, the patients bodies are
fully equipped with Bio-Medical Sensors (BMSs) to monitor their
various vital signs, as shown in Fig. 1. There are three types
of implementation of BMSs for patient health monitoring. The
first approach is the wearable BMS, which is put directly on the
patient’s body or sewn into the shirt. For example, temperature
sensor, blood pressure sensor, an ECG sensors. The second ap-
proach is the implantation of sensors to monitor internal organs
that monitor the heart, lungs and kidneys using a wireless en-
doscopic sensor. The monitoring of the defective sitting, falling
and sleeping positions of patient is the third approach lying in
the posture movements using various sensors placed around the
patient. These sensory data of the patient are collected from
different BMSs, and collectively the patient sensory data received
from different Internet of Things (IoTs) devices is known as the
Internet of Things Health Data (IoT-HealthData). Moreover, the
patient sensory data (IoT-HealthData) needs to keep safe from
unauthorized access during transmission to the Body Coordinator
(BC). To this extent, the existing research community has sug-
gested using Blockchain technology to keep patients’ sensory data
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rivacy during transmission in IoT environment. These monitored
ensory data or vital signs health data of patient are sent to the
entrally connected device, is known as the Body Coordinator (BC)
which can be a smartphone or laptop. Moreover, the monitor-
ing of the health of user/patient in traveling, homes, stadiums,
malls, airports, swimming pools, restaurants and universities are
connected to the advanced smart sensing technologies, known as
Internet of Things for intelligent health monitoring and living. The
BC is the responsible for sending monitored patient data to the
registered Medical Institutions (MIs) by recommending optimal
are on the basis of the health conditions.
Key Generation Center (KGC) is a trusted server that generates

artial private and public key pairs for data owners/patients, TPCS
nd MIs using system parameters. In addition, it helps in the
rocess of authorization between various entities. The Trusted
rimary Cloud Server (TPCS) is the designated server for storing
ata signatures and hash values of their corresponding generated
ata by patients. Additionally, it helps in data auditing between
Is and the public cloud server on behalf of patient. Moreover,
PCS helps in authentication comparing the stored information
uch as signatures, hashes and the patient’s data attributes when
t receives an alert signal of patient.

Medical Institutions (MIs) and their Private Clouds (MIPCSs)
onsist of the medical personnel and paramedical staff with char-
cteristics to handle patients on the basis of their health condi-
ions. Each MI has its own private cloud storage server to store
he patient’s data based on the patient attributes. In addition,
Is are registered to KGC on the fundamentals of health care
nd on the standards of trained medical workers. In life critical
ituation of patient, MI authenticates the received data with the
IPCS stored signatures and hashes. Upon effective authentica-

ion, MIPCS downloads all collected patients data from the public
loud server to suggest optimal health care. Public Cloud Storage
erver PCSS is a powerful cloud storage server that contains
everal hard drives for storing different patients health data. It
lso helps with data integrity verification processes for MIs and
atients.

.2. Threat model

The internal attacks on the public and private cloud servers
an damage/alter patient’s stored data caused by allocating empty
torage to data of new users. In addition, any of the cloud server
an deliberately remove data and can show the data integrity
uthentication using the stored signatures and hash values of the
eleted data. The external threat typically comes from outside of
he system where the adversary can block patients from sending
ata to cloud servers. Also, the adversary can send several files of
he same data to consume high storage which reduces the clouds
fficiency. Moreover, the adversary can capture the identity of
he valid patient and breaches the system while the original
atient does not know about the revocation of services caused by
he adversary’s attacks. The patient identity privacy is important
o hide from both clouds and the data contents privacy is also
mportant to keep it secure from TPCS where TPCS helps match
ith the stored signatures and hash values of the specific data.
he basic notations given in this paper to explain their meanings,
s shown in Table 1.

.2.1. Access structure (Definition 1)
We assume that En = {P1, . . . , Pn} is the non-empty data set

elements representing the montonic strictly increasing function.
We also assume that A ⊆ 2En must satisfy condition between B
and C elements, that is B ⊆ A and B ⊆ C, then C ⊆ A. Thus, these
relations are non-empty subset of A ⊆ 2En \ {Ø}. The elements in
set A represent authorization access.
328
2.2.2. Linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) (Definition 2)
LSSS scheme is a cryptographic primitive sharing a secret to be

distributed among a group of n parties P1, . . . ,Pn. This LSSS does
ot view and share the original content until it incorporates am-
le additional shares of the participants. A secret-sharing scheme
is said to be a linear secret-sharing scheme for parties P over

prime number q under the following conditions.

• The secret sharing for P’s develops a vector over zq.
• The share-generating matrix generates for Π containing

rows l and column n in matrix Mv. The row l is i={1, . . . ,l},
where ith row is denoted by party ρ(i)= {1, . . . ,l} → P used
for labeling. The column vector V={Sect, v1, . . . , vn}, where
sect (sect ∈ zq) denotes the secret to be shared and v1,
. . . , vn ∈ zq are randomly selected and applied to l sharing
secret(sect ∈ zq) of Mv according to Π .

• According to [33], LSSS achieves the property of linear con-
struction and we assume that Π (LSSS) is for access structure
A and sect ∈ A is an authorized set, as defined Auth ⊂

{i, . . . ,l}, where Auth={i|P(i) ∈ sect}. Moreover, there exists
constants {ωi ∈ zq}i∈I , which will be a valid shares {Vi}
according to Π , if

∑
i∈I

ωiVi = sect. For authorized set ac-
cess, the valid constants {ωi ∈ zq}i∈I can be identified in
the polynomial time with respect to the size of the share-
generating matrix Mv. However, there no constant exists for
un-authorized sets.

.2.3. Bilinear maps (BM)
Suppose that G1is the multiplicative cyclic group of the large

rime number q. The bilinear map e: G1 x G1 −→ GTwith the
ollowing properties.

a): BM: BM e(Ym
1 , Y n

2 ) = e(Y1, Y2)mn for all Y1, Y2 ∈ GT and
,n ∈ zq∗. While H {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ be a cryptographic hash

unction. b): Computability: For all g1 and g2 elements ∈ G1 and
2 ∈ e. There exists a computable algorithm to calculate e(g1 and
2). c): Non-Degeneracy: S is the random number generator and
∈ G1 that is e(g, g) ̸= 1.

.2.4. CDH and DL problem
We consider that X, Y ∈ zq∗ are unknown elements and the

now element g ∈ zq∗ can be equivalent of gX and gY for input
lements and gXY is a output. Hence, the elements X, Y ∈ zq∗

s not feasible to compute in polynomial time. The unknown
lement X ∈ zq∗ and g ∈ zq∗ is the unknown element, which can
e considered as gX as input element and X is a output. Therefore,
t is not feasible to compute value of X in polynomial time.

.3. Efficient sharing of iot-healthcare cross-domain data to manage
ata duplication

The proposed work presents the following algorithms.

.3.1. Setup (1k, KGC_Pubkey , KGC_Prtkey, PKGC )
This algorithm runs by KGC and is a reliable entity for key gen-

ration and authentication, as described in the following. i: KGC
elects K as a input security parameter and set the bilinear map:
: G1×G1→ GT is a multiplicative cyclic group. Both G1×G1are
aving the same cyclic large prime order q.
ii: KGC randomly selects a bilinear pair e and p be a generator

f G1with order q. KGC has three cryptographic hash functions, as
iven below.

1 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 → {0, 1}p

2 : {0, 1}p → G1 × G1

3 : {0, 1}∗ → G1

ii: Furthermore, KGC selects randomly a number rnd∈ Zq∗as a
rivate key (KGCPrtkey) and computes the public key (KGCPubkey).
fterwards, the KGC generated parameters are, PKGC= {H1, H2, H3,
GC , G , p, q, e} and shares it with TPCS, PCSS and MIPCS.
Pubkey 1
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Table 1
Notations and descriptions.
Notation Description

BMS, BC Bio-Medical Sensor and the Body Coordinator
MI and MIPCS Medical Institute and MI private cloud storage
PCSS Public Cloud Storage Server
q, Zq one large prime number, set of non-negative integers
G1 , G1 Two multiplicative groups with order P
H1 , H2 , H3 , g A Cryptographic hash functions and g is a random number generator
Common − sessionkeyPt−TPCS Common session key between Patient and TPCS
KGC_Pubkey, KGC_Prtkey KGC’s Public key and its private key
Pt_Pubkey, Pt_Prtkey Patient’s Public key and its private key
Pt_SecondPubkey, Pt_SecondPrtkey Patient’s Second Public key and its second private key
TPCS_Pubkey, TPCS_Prtkey TPCS’s Public key and its private key
MI_Pubkey, MI_Prtkey and Phyi MI’s Public key and its private key and the physician ID
SenxData = {SenxData1 , . . . , SenxDatan} Sensory vital sign readings of patient
θSenChunk = {θSenChunk1 , . . . , θSenxChunkn} Signatures generation for Sensory vital sign readings
V_Clow and C_low Very Critical low and Critical low threshold values of vital sign
V_Chigh and C_high Very Critical high and Critical high threshold values of vital sign
EM_Alt Sending an emergency alert signal to MI
On_Demand On demand data of Pti is requested by a MI
Dect_time Detection time of abnormal readings of the particular vital sign
lg or Loc refers to the location of patient/MI
BP Blood Pressure
Temp Temperature
HR Heart Rate
RR Respiratory Rate
LSSS Linear Secret Sharing Scheme
TPA Third Parity Auditor
e

P

P

N
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p
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T

T
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2.3.2. The generation of private and public key pairs for patients,
TPCS and MIs (Pt_Pubkey , Pt_Prtkey, TPCS_Pubkey, TPCS_Prtkey,
MI_Pubkey, MI_Prtkey)

I: Patient’s Private and Public key pairs generation
This algorithm runs by KGC to generate key pairs for patients.

At the beginning of data transfer, there are n patients, Pt = {Pt1, . . . ,
Ptn} send their identities, IDs = {ID1, . . . , IDn} along with attributes
containing activities (A), A ={a1, . . . , an} refer to the healthcare
related various activities that are age, weight (wt), height (ht)
and location (lg), to KGC. The patient (PtIDj) sends the following
attributes to KGC for getting the partial public and private key
pairs, that are:

PtIDj =

{(
Aj, age, wt, ht, lg

)KGC_Pubkey
, p, e, g

}
Pthashj = H1(PtIDj)

The KGC decrypts the obtained attributes using its private key by
measuring p, e and g values. Additionally, the KGC compares the
generated hash (H1) with the received hash values. It accepts if
the match has been found, otherwise it rejects it. Afterwards, the
KGC generates the partial public key pairs for Pt, in the following
steps. a: KGC sequentially generates a list of virtual key, Vkey ={V1,
. . . , Vn} ∈ zq∗ and assigns to each patient on basis of first-come-
first-serve. The Vkeyhelps in generation of the partial key pairs. b:
The KGC computes the private key (Pt_Prtkey) for a patient (Ptj),
as expressed below.

Pt_Prtkey =

{(
IDj ⊕ KGC_Pubkey ⊕ Vkeyi

⊕ age ⊕ Aj ⊕ wt ⊕ ht ⊕ lg ⊕ time

⊕ Nonce
)PKG∈zq∗

,Nonce, Vkeyi

}
t_PrtkeyHash = H1(Pt_Prtkey)

NonceHash = H1(Nonce)

Vkey = H (V )
Hash 1 keyi
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where ⊕ is used for concatenation of different elements. In the
same way, the KGC computes public key (Pt_Pubkey) for Ptj, as
xpressed below.

t_Pubkey =

{(
IDj ⊕ KGC_Pubkey ⊕ Vkeyi ⊕ Aj ⊕ lg

⊕ e ⊕ g ⊕ e ⊕ Nonce
)
∈ zq∗,Nonce

}
t_PubkeyHash = H1(Pt_Pubkey)

onceHash = H1(Nonce)

hus, the KGC sends the generated Pt_Prtkey and Pt_Pubkey key
airs along with their generated corresponding hash values to Ptj.
II: TPCS’s Private and Public key pairs generation
The TPCS is a trusted server to store hashes and data signatures

f the corresponding generated data. In addition, the TPCS helps
o handle the content-based emergency data access control in a
ife critical state of the patient. TPCS sends its identity, TPCSID=
TPCSID1, . . . , TPCSIDn}, time, location, and service_type to KGC using
ts public key of KGC to encrypt, as expressed below.

PCSIDj =

{
(TPCSIDj, time, location, service_type)KGC_Pubkey, e, g, p

}
PCSIDJHash = H1(TPCSIDj)

he KGC performs decryption using its private key and compares
he decrypted information and hash values to the generated
nformation. It is accepted if the match has been found, otherwise
t is rejected. The KGC generates the partial public and private key
airs for TPCS in the following steps. a: The KGC selects a Vkey
equentially for TPCS,VTPCSkey ={VTPCSkey1, . . . , VTPCSkeyn} ∈ Zq* and
llocates this key on the basis of first-come-first-serve. The KGC
enerates the private key (TPCS_Prtkey) for TPCS, as described in
he following.

PCS_Prtkey =

{
(TPCSIDj ⊕ VTPCSkeyj ⊕ time ⊕ location⊕

ervice_type ⊕ Nonce)PKGC ∈ Zq∗
}
VTPCSkeyj, service_type

}
PCS_Prt = H (TPCS_Prt )
keyHash 1 key
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b

ervice_typeHash = H1(service_type)
: In the same steps, the KGC generates the public key

(TPCS_Pubkey) for TPCS, in the following.

TPCS_Pubkey =

{
(TPCSIDj ⊕ VTPCSkeyj ⊕ time⊕

service_type ⊕ Nonce ⊕ e ⊕ g)PKGC∈Zq∗,Nonce
}

TPCS_PubkeyHash = H1(TPCS_Pubkey)

NonceHash = H1(Nonce)

The KGC sends the generated private and public key pairs along
with their corresponding generated hash values to TPCS, used for
integrity of the received key pairs.

III: MI’s Private and Public key pairs generation
There are n Medical Institutions, MI ={MI1, . . . , MIn}, which pro-

vides various healthcare services. Each MI registers different Spe-
cialist Physicians, Phy = {Phy1, . . . , Phyn} to diagnose various health
conditions and to recommend appropriate care for patients. First
of all, the physicians provide the following information to MIn, as
expressed below.

Phyi = {qual, special, Exp, cont_Detail, address}

PhyiHash = H1(Phyi)

Where qual is a qualification, special is a physician’s specialty in
treatment, Exp is the amount of experience gained, and
cont_Detail is the telephone information. This information is
processed by the physician in the hospital’s web portal and
stores it along with the corresponding generated hash values in
the local database (MIPCS). The physician can register with MI
if she meets the requirements of the relevant MI. In addition,
the SecrtPhykey_MI is the secret random key generated by MI
for registration of the physician. Upon effective completion of
registration, MI assigns the physician ID (PhyID) to the physician
by choosing the first three alpha-numberic values of the hash
(PhyiHash), last three digits of the cont_Detail, and year of the
registration of employment, such as 5A3202-020. Next is the
registration of the qualified MI to KGC on the basis of ser-
vices, medical equipment, and a qualified specialist physicians.
MI sends the information of MI, Phy and Services to KGC, as given
below.

MIID =

( n∑
i=1

MI(1 ≤ MI ≤ MIn)
)KGC_Pubkey

PhyID =
( m∑
j=1

Phy(1 ≤ Phy ≤ Phym)
)KGC_Pubkey

Services =

( l∑
s=1

Serv(1 ≤ Serv ≤ Servl)
)KGC_Pubkey

The above Equations can be written in one Equation, as expressed
below.

MI_reg =

( n∑
i=1

MI
(
(1 ≤ MI ≤ MIn)

m∑
j=1

Phy(1 ≤ Phy ≤ Phym)
l∑

s=1

Serv(1 ≤ Serv ≤ Servl)
)
e, g

)KGC_Pubkey

(1)

Now, the KGC generates the partial private and public key pairs
and returns to MI, as shown in the following steps respectively.
330
I: KGC picks up randomly a secret number, Sect =
∑sect

i=1 Secret
(1 ≤ Secret ≤ Sect) ∈ zq∗ and also generates a membership key
(Ω), Ω =

∑memb
j=1 MI (1 ≤ MI ≤ memb) ∈ zq∗ for MI in

the sequential order. KGC assigns Ω to every MI on basis of
first-come-first-serve.

II: By using hash function, H_MI = H1

( ∑n
i=1 MI (1 ≤ MI ≤

MIn)
)
and the secret_key =

(
Sect ⊕ KGC_Pubkey ⊕ Ω ⊕

∑n
i=1 MI

(1 ≤ MI ≤ MIn)
)
. Thus, we get a private key (MI_Prtkey) for MI,

as expressed below.

MI_Prtkey = {secret_key,H_MI} (2)

KGC computes the public key for MI (MI_Pubkey), as shown in the
following steps. I: Computes the membership key, Ω =

∑memb
j=1

MI (1 ≤ MI ≤ memb) ∈ zq∗, for MI. II: KGC selects a secret number
randomly generated as Sect_MI =

∑sect
i=1 Secret (1 ≤ Secret ≤ Sect)

∈ zq∗, and finally get the public key for MI, as shown below.

MI_Pubkey =

((
(Sect_MI × PKGC ) ⊕ Ω

)
e, g

)
(3)

2.3.3. Generation of the Common − sessionkey between patient and
TPCS (Common − sessionkeyPt−TPCS , nonce)

The aim of the common session key generation between pa-
tient and MI is to authenticate securely each other for data
communication through KGC, as described steps in Fig. 2. First,
the Pti sends i =

(
IDj ⊕ Vkeyi ⊕ time ⊕ Nonce ⊕ Pt_Pubkey,(

H1(Nonce) ⊕ H1(i) ⊕ H1(Pt_Pubkey)
)KGC_Pubkey to TPCS, as shown

in step 1 of Fig. 2. TPCS wants to verify the received information
of Pti from KGC. The TCPS forwards the received information to
KGC by including its ID and signing it on its TPCS_Pubkey, as
shown in step 2. Upon the successful verification, KGC sends the
generated Noncex using TPCS_Pubkey of the TPCS for authorization
process, as shown in step 3. Moreover, TPCS sends the generated
Noncex, TPCS_IDj, VTPCSKey, Time, Loc (location), and their gener-
ated corresponding hash values signed on KGC_Pubkey of KGC for
authorization, as described in step 4. In step 5, the Pti forwards
the received information in step 4 to KGC. Next step 6, KGC
verifies the received information and returns Noncey along with
its generated corresponding hash values, which is signed on the
Pt_Pubkey) of Pti. The Pti sends Noncex and Noncey along with their
generated corresponding hash values to TPCS, signed on using
TPCS_Pubkey of TPCS, as shown in step 7. In step 8, the TPCS sends
back Noncey along with its generated corresponding hash values
to Pti, and signs on the Pt_Pubkey of Pti for authentication. After
the computation processes, the contract is finally made between
Pti and TPCS by generating Common − sessionkeyPt−TPCS .

2.3.4. Generation of the trusted-secure key between patient and MI
(combined_securekey, Noncei)

The Combined_secure key is generated between Pti and MIj for
trusted-secure data communication and data downloading from
both public and private clouds. This combined_securekey is used
for data encryption, decryption, and data integrity authentication.
There are two major phases for obtaining the combined_securekey
included, authorization phase and the secret key setup phase, as
described below.

A: Authorization Phase
The aim of the authorization phase is to authenticate Pti and

MIj through KGC as legitimated parties without fear of adver-
saries. Fig. 3 shows the authorization process between Pti and MIj,
as described in the following.

I: First, the Pti sends i =
(
IDj ⊕ age ⊕ time ⊕ Nonce ⊕

Pt_Pubkey
)KGC_Pubkey, (H1(Nonce)⊕H1(i)⊕H1(Pt_Pubkey)

)KGC_Pubkey
to MIj, as shown in step 1 of Fig. 3. This data packet contains

identity of the patient, age, time and the generated nonce and
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its own public key. The Pti encrypts the whole data packets using
public key of KGC. Moreover, MIj forwards the same information
of the step 1 to KGC for verification of the identity of the Pti, as
shown in step 2.

II: KGC verifies successfully and it sends
(
Noncex ⊕ H1

Noncex)
)MI_Pubkey to MIj for successful authorization of the iden-

tity of the legitimate patient, as shown in step 3. The MIj can
ecrypt if it is a legitimate MI.
III: In step 4, the MIj sends j =

( (
Ω ⊕MI_ID⊕ Service⊕MI_Pubkey⊕

Noncex
)((

H1(j) ⊕ H1(Noncex) ⊕ Hi(MI_pubkey)
))KGC_Pubkeyto Pti and MIj en-

rypts this data packet using public key of the KGC. The same data
acket of the step 4 is forwarded to KGC for verification purposes,
s shown in step 5 of Fig. 3.
IV: KGC verifies successfully and it sends

(
Noncey ⊕ H1

Noncey)
)Pt_Pubkey to Pti for successful authorization of the identity

f the legitimate MIj, as shown in step 6. The Pti can decrypt if it
s a legitimate patient.

V: Upon the successful authorization of both parties, next
tep 7 of the Pti forwards

((
Noncex ⊕ Noncey

)
,
(
H1

(
Noncex

)
⊕

1
(
Noncey

)))MI_Pubkey to MIj for double authorization of its iden-
ity. In the same method, MIj forwards

((
Noncey

)
,H1(Noncey)

)Pt_Pubkey
o Ptifor authorization, as shown in step 8.

B: Secret key setup Phase
Upon the successful authorization steps have performed be-

ween Pti and MIj, the next move is to calculate the
ombined_secure key between Pti and MIj, as shown in Fig. 4. The
teps for secret key setup phase generation are described below.
I: Both parties calculate,

(
MI_ID*⌈ Pt_ID + age + wt+Ht ⌉ ÷ (Ω

Vkeyi)
)
e∗p, as shown in step 1 of Fig. 4. In step 2, we calculate

he floor of the output obtained values as mentioned in step 1.
II: The next move is to step 3 by randomly choosing two

inary digits of the same length obtained in step 2 and performing
R operation on it. The same working procedure is used to pick
wo different binary numbers that were not selected in step 3.
hus in step 4, we got two sets of binary digits.
III: In this step 5, the binary multiplication (AND operation) is

erformed on the obtained outputs in step 3 and step 4. Through
331
hese steps, we obtain Combined_secure key for trusted-secured
ata communication using public key of the respective party for
uthentication, as expressed below.

t_Data =

((
Data

)MI_Pubkey
)Combined_securekey

(4)

I_Data =

((
Data

)Pt_Pubkey
)Combined_securekey

(5)

Equation 4 shows that the Pti encrypts data using MI_Pubkey of
MI and the generated Combined_securekey. While Eq. (5) shows
that MI encrypts data using Pt_Pubkey of patient and the gen-
erated Combined_securekey. Upon receipt, each party can use its
respective private key to decrypt the data packets.

2.3.5. Data blinding of the sensory data (Ptx_Datablind , S1, f )
We assume that there are four BMSs deployed for monitor-

ng of vital signs of patient. The sensory data of each BMS is
ivided into different chunks. For instance, the Blood Pressure
BP) sensory data is, SenBP= {SenBP1, . . . , SenBPn}, Heart Rate (HR)
easuring sensory data is, SenHR= {SenHR1, . . . , SenHRn}, the Tem-
erature (Temp) sensory data is, SenTemp= {SenTemp1, . . . , SenTempn},
nd the fourth sensory data of Respiratory Rate (RR) is, SenRR=
SenRR1, . . . , SenRRn}. Moreover, the patient performs data blinding
encryption) process with the selection of randomly generated se-
ret number, S1 ∈ Zq* as a input for the pseudo-random function
f) on the chunks of the sensory data, as described below.

txDataBlind =

(
S1f

n∑
i=1

Data(i ≤ Data ≤ n)
)Combined_securekey

(6)

he sensory data for all BMSs can be blinded and has represented
n one Equation, as expressed below.

txDataBlind =

(
S1f

BPmax∑
i=1

SenBP (i ≤ SenBP ≤ BPmax),

S1f
HRmax∑

j=0
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Fig. 3. The Authorization phase between Pti and MI through KGC.

Fig. 4. The steps for computing Combined_secure key between Patienti and MI for securely data exchange.
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SenHR(j ≤ SenHR ≤ HRmax), S1f
Tempmax∑

k=1

SenTemp(k ≤ SenTemp ≤ Tempmax),

S1f
RRmax∑
l=0

SenRR(l ≤ SenRR ≤ RRmax)
)Combined_securekey

(7)

Thus, the generic form of the above data blinding process can
e written as:

txDataBlind =

(
S1f

( Senxmax∑
i=1

Senx(i ≤ SenxBP , SenxHR, SenxTemp, SenxRR

≤ Senxmax)
))Combined_securekey

(8)

he next step is the generation of hash values (H_Senx) of the
orresponding generated sensory data (e.g. Sensory data of BP),
s presented below.

_Senx =
(
{H1(Senx1), . . . ,H1(Senxn)}

)Combined_securekey (9)

Subsequently, the patient generates the second public and private
key pairs from the obtained public and private key pairs of KGC
with the intention of safely storing the hash values and signatures
of the corresponding generated sensory data in TPCS. Later, the
hash values and signatures are used to audit the stored data
in PCSS and MIPCS accordingly. The following step is used to
generate the patient’s second private as follows:

Pt_SecondPrtkey =

⌊(
IDj+Vkeyi+Age+wt

)
×Nonce÷(KGC_Pubkey)

⌋e∗p

(10)

he similar way is used showing generation of the second public
ey for a patient, as expressed below:

t_SecondPubkey =

⌈
(IDj+KGC_Pubkey)÷(KGC_Pubkey×Nonce)

⌉e∗p

(11)

We assume the values for IDj = 4, Vkeyi = 4, age is = 43, wt is =
70, Nonce is = 10, KGC_Pubkey is = 3, e is = 3 and p is =0.5. After
calculation, we obtained the value for Pt_SecondPrtkey is 8090 and
the value for Pt_SecondPubkey is 1. Thus, the patient generates
hash of the blinded data using its second private key as follows:

PtxDataBlindHash =

(
H1

(
Ptx_Datablind

))Ptx_SecondPrtkey
(12)

2.3.6. PatientDataSig generation process (θSeni , H1)
The patient generates signatures (θSeni) for their corresponding

sensory data chunks produced by various BMSs. These signatures
are used to audit various data chunks stored in the public and
private cloud servers. The steps below demonstrate the details
for the generation of signatures.

I: The generated sensory data chunk (Sen_chunki) has its
representation identifier, Ni ∈ {0, 1}∗. This algorithm selects

random number ri ∈ Zq* and computes its identity to hide,
_identity =r.q of the patient. The generated signature (θi) of the
ensory data can be expressed, as follows:

Seni =

(Senchunkmax∑
Senchunki=1

Seni(Senchunki ≤ Seni ≤ Senchunkmax)
)Combined_securekey
(13) i
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Next step is to move for generation of hash values of the sen-
sory data chunk and signs it on Combined_securekey and the
Pt_SecondPtrkey of patient, respectively.

θSeniHash = (H1(θSeni))Combined_securekey

θSeniHash = (H1(θSeni))Pt_SecondPtrkey

II: The whole set of the signatures for all sensory data chunks
can be expressed, as follows:

θSeni =

( (
Sen_chunkmaxSen_chunki

)
(Sen_chunki≤Seni≤Sen_chunkmax) ,

Ni.h_identity
)Combined_securekey (14)

he patient also signs the corresponding generated signatures us-
ng key pairs of the Pt_Pubkey and Pt_SecondPubkey, as described
elow.

t_θSeni =

(((
θSeni

))Pt_Pubkey
)Pt_SecondPubkey

(15)

he patient sends the blinded data (PtxDataBlindHash) to store in
CSS and MIPCS of MI. In the same way, the patient stores the
orresponding hash values in TPCS and MIPCS, which are used to
udit data stored on cloud servers.

.3.7. Data integrity auditing (Ptx, TPCS,MI, Chal)
This process shows data integrity auditing of the stored data

n cloud servers performed by the patient and the particular MI.
he patient sends a randomly selected signatures and hash values
o the public cloud server as a Challenge (Chal) through TPCS.
hile the MI sends the same types of information and downloads

he whole data for data integrity auditing. This data auditing
rocess is therefore divided into two stages, as expressed below.
I: Data Auditing conducted by a patient
The patient stores signatures and hash values of their gener-

ted corresponding data in TPCS. The patient sends a Chal request
essage to TPCS and verifies the TPCS with the stored signatures
nd hash values. On the successful verification, TPCS performs the
ollowing steps to submit a request for data audit to the public
loud servers.
a: The patient selects randomly a sensory data chunk (senxm)

rom the generated sensory data X, where X ∈ HR, RR,BP and
emp. To generate a Chal, the patient selects randomly a subset
alue, Vi ={V1, . . . , Vn} from set, UT ={1,2...,n} to get an element
f sensory data.
b: Next is to choose a number ni ∈ Zq* for each element, e ∈

q*, so the patient adds the following information to Chal as,

hal = (senxm, Vi)e∗p (16)

ubsequently, the patient sends the generated Chal_Pti_TPCS and
hal_Pti_MI to TPCS and MI, respectively, as shown below.

hal_Pti_TPCS =

((
Chal,H1(Chal)

)Common−sessionkeyPt−TPCS
)TPCS_Pubkey

(17)

hal_Pti_MI =

((
Chal,H1(Chal)

)Combined_Securekey
)MI_Pubkey

(18)

he patient sends Chal_Pti_TPCS and Chal_Pti_MI to TPCS and
he TPCS forwards Chal_Pti_MI to MI to audit the stored data
n PCSS. In addition, the TPCS decrypts the chal (Chal_Pti_TPCS)
sing its private key and the common session key by comparing
he received chal data information with the stored chal data

nformation. If the comparison is fulfilled, it is sent to audit the
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tored data in PCSS. Otherwise, it is thought that it was a fake chal
ith an adversary’s attack.
II: Data Auditing conducted by a MIx
The MIx receives a Chal_Pti_MI from a patient through TPCS. In

ddition, the MIx decrypts the received chal using its private key
nd the combined trusted-secured key. Next, the MIx compares
he received data information with the stored data information
f MIPCS. If corrected information is found, it accepts, otherwise
t is rejected. Further, theMIx will forward Chal_Pti_MI to the PCSS
nd the PCSS will sends the whole data stored of the particular
atient to MIx once the obtained chal has been successfully au-

thenticated. Subsequently, the particular MIx will again audit the
data received with the data stored and update the patient’s health
record accordingly.

2.3.8. Data audit ProofGenPCSS (Pf)
There are two parties (Ptx and MI) which have sent a Chal

request for data audits stored in PCSS as stated in Eqs. (17) and
(18). The pubic cloud server will generate the replies of Chal, as
mentioned in the following steps.

i: PCSS generates a proof of the stored data in cloud to en-
sure the data integrity verification. First, PCSS computes a linear
combination of the sensory data chunks, Sen_Datax =

∑SenxVSmax
x=1

SenxVS (x ≤ SenxVS ≤ Senxmax), which is defining the range of the
particular vital sign.

ii: Next step is the generation of its corresponding signatures
of the Sen_Datax of vital sign (x) by PCSS, as expressed below.

Sen_θx =

(SenxθVS∑
θx=1

SenxθVS(θx1, . . . , θxn)
)
e × g ∈ Zq∗ (19)

ii: PCSS sends the computed sensory data (Sen_Datax) and its
orresponding generated signatures (Sen_θx) to the patient and
MI as proof(pf), as given below.

pf =

{(
(Sen_Datax), (Sen_θx)

)e×p
}PKGC

(20)

.3.9. Proof evaluation (PE-ptx, ptxFullData)
The patient is provided with the proof (pf ) to verify the in-

egrity of the stored audited data by the cloud server as given
elow.

PE − ptx =

(
e
(
p1, p1

)Sen_Datax
.e

(
p1

Pt_IDx∑
i=1

Pt_ID(p1, iPt_ID)
α

e
(x_Data∑

k=1

(S1f
x∑

i=1

Data(i ≤ Data ≤ n))
)α (

ith_Sen_Datax ∥ S1f
)
P1

)Sen_Datax )
(21)

f this equation truly holds the verification, the patient will accept,
therwise, reject. Next step is the verification of the stored data
hrough Equation (18), which was sent by MIx to PCSS. The PCSS
ends the whole dataset of a patient in encrypted form along with
heir generated corresponding signatures and hash values to MIx,
s shown below, respectively.

E − ptx =

(( Sen_Max∑
i=1

Senx(i ≤ SenxBP , SenxTemp, SenxHR,

SenxRR ≤ Senx_Max)
)PKGC

)MI_Pubkey
(22)
334
Table 2
The proposed novel data structure for handling patient’s data duplication.

Sen_Dataθ =

( SenxθVS∑
θx=1

(
SenxθBP,Temp,HR,RR(Senx_θBP1),

Senx_θTemp1, Senx_θHR1, Senx_θRR1, . . . , Senx_θBPn,

Senx_θTempn, Senx_θHRn, Senx_θRRn
)PKGC

)MI_Pubkey

(23)

Hash_h =

((
H1(PE − ptx),H1(Sen_Dataθ )

)PKGC
)MI_Pubkey

(24)

The MIx decrypts the received data files with its private key and
compares the outputs with the locally stored data files in MIPCS.
If the comparison is matched, then it is accepted for patient care
and file changes, otherwise, it is rejected.

2.3.10. Data duplication and updation management (patient-info,
data-payload, MI-info and ptr)

The physician treats patients on the basis of existing health
issues and medical history. That is why it is necessary to keep the
medical history and update the health records of a patient regu-
larly. As a result, we have proposed a new dynamic data structure
containing blocks of the patient information, data payload infor-
mation, MI information and a pointer (Ptr) (Table 2). Moreover,
the patient information header contains Pt_ID, age, loc, wt, ht,
and the Vkeyi. The data payload information header comprises
of Sensory_Datai, Sensory_signaturei, Sensory_Hashi, File − ID(A),
File−Version(B), File−Size(C), File−r/s(MDx1y1, . . . ,MDxnyn) and
Date − Time. Where ‘‘i’’ refers to the collection of sensory data of
the particular vital sign, as aforementioned in Eq. (7). The File −

r/s(MDx1y1, . . . ,MDxnyn) refers to the relationship of a patient’s
data information with MI represented as x, which invokes the
information ofMI−ID, and y is represented as doctors, Doc =(Doc1,
. . . , Docn). The Date − Time shows creation of this file structure.
The third header information is about MI containing ‘‘n’’ lists of
MI − ID= {MI − IDi, . . . , MI − IDn}, doctors Doc ={Doc1, . . . , Docn},
various services and treatment cares for patients. The last header
is Ptr with attributes {A,B,C, MDx1y1, . . . , MDxnyn}. Where ‘‘A’’ is
employed for file ID, ‘‘B’’ is used for file version, ‘‘C’’ represents the
file size, ‘‘MD’’ represents the Medical institute and the doctor,
respectively. The Ptr keeps track of the same patient’s updated
health records. Thus, this information updates the patient’s health
history without data duplication.

2.4. Intelligent content-based Emergency Data Access control

There are n BMSs installed to monitor health conditions of
the patient. We consider a heart rate sensor (SenHR), a respi-
ratory rate sensor (SenRR), a blood pressure sensor (SenBP ) and
a temperature monitoring sensor (SenTemp). It is also assumed
that the monitoring accuracy of these BMSs for vital signs is
adequate to make decision. Furthermore, we define the Criticality
(C) of the patient’s health status as low threshold values and high
threshold values. The reading of low threshold values is more

and critical than the reading of high threshold values. Since the
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eading of the low threshold values is closed to zero while the
igh threshold values are a long way from that value. We define
he expression for criticalities of low threshold and high threshold
alues (Criticality_HR) for SenHR, as expressed below.

riticality_HR

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X1 ≤ HR ≤ (HRthi − X2); V_Clow → Very Critical in low threshold
(Clow − X1) ≤ HR ≤ (VClow − X1); C_low → Critical in low threshold
HRthi < HR < HRthj;Normal → Normal reading
X3 ≤ HR ≤ (HRthj − X3); V_CHigh → Very Critical in high threshold
(CHigh − X3) ≤ HR ≤ (VCHigh − X4); C_High → Critical in high threshold

ig. 5(a) shows the representation of Criticality_HR by classifying
nto four criticalities that are X1, X2, X3 and X4. The criticality of
X1 is high critical as compared to X2. similarly, the criticality level
for X3 is greater than criticality of X4.

The criticalities for RR, BP and Temp are Criticality_RR,
riticality_BP , and Criticality_Temp, expressed below respectively.
ig. 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) represent low and high threshold values
or RR, BP and Temp, respectively. Moreover, the criticality of X1
is always higher than X2 in low threshold values. Similarly, the
criticality of X3 is always higher than X4 in high threshold values.
These criticalities characterize the priority-based allocation of
diagnosis and care resources to patients. As a result, we are
developing a intelligent content-based emergency data access
control for single patients and multiple patients, as discussed in
Fig. 5.

Criticality_RR

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X1 ≤ RR ≤ (RRthi − X2); V_Clow → Very Critical in low threshold
(Clow − X1) ≤ RR ≤ (VClow − X1); C_low → Critical in low threshold
RRthi < RR < RRthj;Normal → Normal reading
X3 ≤ RR ≤ (RRthj − X3); V_CHigh → Very Critical in high threshold
(CHigh − X3) ≤ RR ≤ (VCHigh − X4); C_High → Critical in high threshold

Criticality_BP

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X1 ≤ BP ≤ (RRthi − X2); V_Clow → Very Critical in low threshold
(Clow − X1) ≤ BP ≤ (VClow − X1); C_low → Critical in low threshold
BPthi < BP < BPthj;Normal → Normal reading
X3 ≤ BP ≤ (BPthj − X3); V_CHigh → Very Critical in high threshold
(CHigh − X3) ≤ BP ≤ (VCHigh − X4); C_High → Critical in high threshold

riticality_Temp

=

⎧⎨⎩
Tempthi + Tempthj ≤ Temp;Normal → Normal reading
CHigh − X2 ≤ Temp < X2; V_CHigh → Very Critical in high threshold
X3 ≤ Temp; C_High → Critical in high threshold

.4.1. A single patient Emergency Data Access Control
Various criticalities are designed for reliable monitoring of

ealth. If there is a predication of criticality of some vital sign,
hen that BMS will send an Emergency Alert (Em_Alt) message in
dvance to MI through TPCS for the anticipated health condition.

M_Alt =

((
Pt_ID + Vkeyi + Age + Loc + Time+

Noncey + MDxiyj + Criticality_vitalSigni)Combined_securekey
)MI_Pubkey

(25)

EM_Althash =

((
H1(EM_Alt)

)Combined_securekey
)MI_Pubkey

This EM_Alt contains information about patient, criticality

level of the vital sign i, time of the detection abnormal health

335
Fig. 5. The criticalities definition of various vital signs.

condition, MI and a security code (Noncey). The emergency mes-
sage is encrypted using Combined_securekey and MI_Pubkey. To
verify integrity, we create a hash of EM_Alt and signed by trusted-
secure keys. Through this EM_Alt , the concerned MI receives it
and compares all patient’s information with the stored patient’s
information in database ofMIPCS. On the successful verification of
patient’s information, the MI forwards a request for downloading
the full medical history and updated health track records from
PCSS using Eq. (25). As a result, the MI physicians in particular di-
agnose the degree of criticality of the patient in a life-threatening
condition and recommend optimal care.

2.4.2. Multiple patients emergency data access control
There are n patients, Pt ={Pt1, . . . , Ptn}, who have serious health

problems and need them to assignMI health facilities on the basis
of health criticalities. The advanced based information circulation
is sent to Mi specifying the criticalities of HR,RR,BP and Temp,
which are the main survival psychological signs for healthy life.
Therefore, we define the criticality of one vital sign, as expressed
below.

Pt_Criticality =

(
Criticality_vitalSigni, Patient − info,Dect_time,

Pkt_size ̸= 0,MDxiyj
)

(26)

Where Criticality_VitalSigni refers to the low or high threshold
values of the vital sign i, Patient − info refers to the patient
information, Dect_time is the time when irregular readings of i are
observed, Pkt_size should not be zero and MDxiyj refers to details
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f MI and doctor. In case of n patients are having life threatening
onditions, MI receives several criticalities of patients by alert
ignals, as expressed below.

M_Alt

=

(( ( Ptn∑
Pt1=1

Pt
(
Pt_Criticality1, . . . , Pt_Criticalityn

))Combined_securekey )
,

H1(EM_Alt)
)MI_Pubkey

(27)

.4.3. Allocation of health care and treatment services based on
ealth criticalities
The allocation of the healthcare services and treatments pri-

ritization to patients in the life-threatening conditions is based
n the criticalities assigned by the concerned MI. The criticalities
efine the ranges of the threshold values, the Time of Detection
f Criticality (Dect_time) and Pkt_size should not be negative.
e therefore propose algorithms to resolve the conflict on al-

ocation of healthcare services to patients. The first proposed
lgorithm 1 briefly describes three patients (i, j, k) who have
arious criticalities of the low threshold values, as given below.
This Algorithm 1 assigns the physician first to Pti, second is

to Ptk and third is to Ptj. The reason for this is that the Pti has
a very critical condition of HR compared to vital signs reading
of Ptj and Ptk. The second priority for the medical care to be
given to Ptk since this patient has a critical reading of blood
pressure and early detection time compared to Ptj. The second
proposed Algorithm 2 describes the medical treatment allocation
is first assigned to Ptj due to the critical condition of HR and early
etection time compared to Pti. The third proposed Algorithm
briefly discusses the criticalities of the three vital signs with

ow and high thresholds for three patients. The Ptj has the first
riority to assign medical care services compared to Pti and Ptk

due to very critical low threshold values of HR, low BP and the
critical condition of RR along with early detection of time. The
second priority is given to Pti due to two vital signs are critical
with low threshold values and the third vital sign is temperature
with high criticality. The Ptk is also critical with vital signs of
high threshold values but less important compared to other two
patients. There are specific definitions for priority-based triage
and care of patients.
336
3. Security and privacy analysis

3.1. Data auditing

The data auditing request is generated by a Pti to ensure the
integrity of the stored data in PCSS. The Pti selects randomly
a sensory data chunk (Sen_xi) of the sensory data X, where X
is represented as HR, RR, BP and Temp. Where i represents a
selection of values from subset, Vi ={V1, . . . , Vn} ∈ UT and the
T is denoted as data elements of sensory data X. Further, the UT
ontains (S1f (i,name)) to compute the data blinding of sensory
ata. Where S1 is a secrete number, f is a pseudonym random

function, ith denotes the specific chunk and name is used to hide
he data identify along with maintaining the correctness of data.
he data blinding process is given below.

txDataBlind = S1f
( n∑

x=1

Sen_xi(1 ≤ Sen_xi ≤ n)e∗p
)

(28)

ext is the generation of the signatures of this data chunk as
xpressed below.

senxi =

( n∑
chunk=1

Sen_xi(1 ≤ Sen_xi ≤ n)
)

(29)

he Pti generates hashes of this data chunk of Eq. (35), as given
elow.

ash_θSenxi =

((
H1(θSenxi), θSenxi

)Common_SessionkeyPt−TPCS
)TPCS_Pubkey

(30)

ash_θSenxi =

((
H1(θSenxi), θSenxi

)Combined_securekey
)MI_Pubkey

(31)

he Pti sends Equation (36) and Eq. (37) to TPCS and MI, respec-
ively. Both TPCS and MI validate the signatures and hash values
ith the stored data information. Subsequently, the TPCS for-
ards Equation (36) to PCSS and the PCSS performs the following
ata audits process.

1 =

∏
D∈Vn,1

θD∈Vn,1
SenBP1,PtxDataBlindSenxBPx =

∏
D∈Vn

(
G1

SenBP1,PtxDataBlindSenxBPx ,

H1
(
g∥...∥SenBP1, PtxDataBlindSenxBPx

))Vi×S1

(32)
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2 =

∏
D∈Vn,2

θD∈Vn,2
SenBP2,PtxDataBlindSenxBPx =

∏
D∈Vn

(
G1

SenBP2,PtxDataBlindSenxBPx ,

H1
(
g∥...∥SenBP2, PtxDataBlindSenxBPx

))Vi×S1

(33)

α1 = e
(
p
∏
Pt=1

Pt=n
, p′, PtS1.n

)Vi×S1
(34)

e(θ, g) =

(
a1a2α1,H1(a1a2α1)

)
(35)

These equations show the proof of the stored data integrity
verification performed by PCSS. Moreover, MI forwards the fol-
lowing equation (detailed in Eq. (35)) to PCSS for data integrity
verification.

MI_audit =

(
θSenxi,H1(θSenxi), (MIID), e.g

)PkGC
(36)

Upon the successful verification of Eq. (42) by PCSS, PCSS performs
a linear combination for the required data chunks needed to
ensure data integrity and also generates the required signatures
respectively, that are

Sen_Datax =

max∑
i=1

Sen_VSBP(i ≤ Sen_VSBP ≤ max) (37)

Sen_θVSBP =

(VSBP∑
j=1

θVSBP (θ1, . . . , θn)e×p
)PkGC

(38)

The PCSS sends both equations to MI, where the MI performs data
auditing of integrity verification and finds the stored data to be
right.

3.2. Homomorphic verification

The homomorphic verification is an authentic way for data
integrity auditing stored in PCSS without being downloaded. This
process can be initiated by the patient, TPCS andMI. The following
iscussion discusses the homomorphic verification process. In
lockless Verification, the file identifiers are SenBPn1 and SenBPnx
nd their corresponding generated signatures are θSenBPn1 and
SenBPnx , generated with the support of the pseudo random f1 and
2 functions, respectively. The Pti sends SenDataBPm =

(
f1SenBPn1 +

2 SenDataBPm

)
to PCSS through TPCS for verification, as described

elow.

e(θSenBPn1
f 1, θSenBPnx

f 2, g) =

(
H1(SenBPn1

f 1,H1(SenBPnx )
f 2, αSenDataBPm ,Pt_IDi

)Common_SessionkeyPtTPCS (39)

he correction of the stored data can be verified with the help of
ilinear map, in the following definitions.

e(θSenBPn1
f 1, θSenBPnx

f 2, g) =

(
e

(
H1

SenBPn1 )
f 1θSenBPn1

f 1.SenBPn1 )
+e

(
H1(SenBPnx )

f 2θSenBPnx
f 2.SenBPnx,G1

) )
(40)

hus, it has been shown that the proposed schemes support
omomorphic methods for data verification. In Non-Malleability,
337
e assumed that the Advx has generated the valid signatures
θSenDatax ) of the sensory data (SenDatax ) with the support of the
seudo random function (fn), as described below.(
(θSenDatax )

fn, g
)

=

(
H1(SenDatax )

fn, (θSenDatax )
)e×p

(41)

The TPCS will not authenticate this generated signature be-
ause it was not signed using Common_SessionkeyPt − TPCS.
herefore, it has also been shown that the proposed schemes
upport homomorphic methods. The same steps can be taken
etween TPCS and MI to check of the corrected data stored in
CSS.

.3. Attribute-based privacy preserving

We assume that the Pti stores signatures and hash values of
he corresponding generated blinded sensory data chunks in TPCS.
he Pti signs the data signatures and hash values using secondary
enerated private key (Pt_SecondPrtkey), as described in Eq. (10).
hrough these steps, it hides the actual contents of sensory data.
oreover, the Pti hides its identity by including Pt_ID, lg and A

efers to the healthcare activities of Pti. Finally, the Pti signs the
hole data packets on the Common−Sessionkey as a chal and sends

t to TPCS for data integrity auditing, as described below.

Pti_chal =

( (
θVS1, θVS4, θVS11

)Pt_SecondPrtkey
,

1(θVS1),H1(θVS4),H1(θVS11), PtID, lg, A
)Common−Sessionkey

(42)

he TPCS decrypts the whole data packets using its corresponding
keys options and compares them with the corresponding stored
signatures and hash values. The same steps can be taken between
TPCS and PCSS to hide the actual data and the real identity of
patient with zero knowledge.

3.4. Data duplication and updation

The MIy creates a file containing patient information, data
payload, MI and Ptr headers stored in PCSS. Previously, the Pti was
iagnosed by MD27 − 00 and the updated ptr was Ptr112−27−00.
his Pti is then referred to MD31 − 00 by the MD27 − 00. Thus,
he MD27−00 updates the ptr to Ptr1(1+i)3−27−31 which shows the
ecent diagnosis of Pti done by MD27− 00. Through this process,
he Pti health records are updated to prevent duplication of data
f the same patient is handled by multiple medical institutions.

Game: It is assumed that the Advx behaves as a Pti and
hat Combined_Securekey is compromised between Pti and MIy.
urthermore, the Advx generates a fake Ptr111−21−00 along with
D21−00 and shares with MIy. When MIy searches for and does
ot find the relevant information inMIPCS. Then, theMIy prevents
ontact with Advx tells the network of Advx.

.5. Verification of the valid emergency data

We assumed that Pti has a criticality prediction for the vital
ign x, where x corresponds to HR, RR, BP and Temp. In this life-
hreatening scenario, Pti will produce an alert signal (Em_Alt) and
ill send it to TPCS. TPCS will check if it comes from valid Pt or
i
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Table 3
Simulation parameters.
Parameter Description

NS-2 Network Simulator 2
RAM 4 GB
Operating System Ubuntu
Base field size 512 bits
|S| size 160 bits
|G1| and |GT | 1024 bits
Length of ID 145 bits

Advx as expressed below.

Em_Alt =

((
Pt_info =Pt_IDi + VKeyi + Wt

+ Age + Ht + lg + Noncex + Noncey+

MDxiyjθSen_VSx + H1(θSen_VSx)
)
,
(
Criticality_VSx > 0+

time_Detect = 16 : 21 + H1(Criticality_VSx > 0
+ time_Detect = 16 : 21)+

Pt_info + Noncex+

Noncey
)Combined_securekey+MI_Pubkey

)Common_sessionkeyP ti−TPCS

(43)

The TPCS decrypts the Pt_info along with the generated nonces
(Noncex+Noncey) between Pti and TPCS and also verifies the cor-
responding generated signature and hash values. Upon successful
authentication, the TPCS immediately forwards the Em_Alt to the
relevant MDxiyj, where the MDxiyj verifies the patient’s complete
details.

4. Simulation results and discussion

This section presents the simulation results performances
of the proposed work compared with the existing schemes. It
presents simulation results of the proposed work and compares
with [13,20] schemes. The Pairing Based Cryptography (PBC)
library [34] has used in NS-2 simulation environment using a
ubuntu operating system with 4 GB RAM, as shown in Table 3.
Moreover, the base field size is 512 bits, jS| size is 160 bits related
to Zq, |G⊮| and |GT| size is 1024 bits. The length of each ID is 145
bits long, as described in Table 3.

The generation of keys for Pts, TPCS, MIs in the proposed
work consumes 10.2 msec (millisecond), which is the lowest
time consumed and performed efficiently compared to [13,20], as
shown in Fig. 6. The scheme [20] consumes 15 msec, which is the
second lowest time consumption. In comparison, [13] consumes
28.5 msec, the highest time consumption in the key genera-
tion process. To evaluate the performance of the data blinding
(encryption) process of the proposed work, we consider an av-
erage of 2,000 data blocks generated and encrypted with the
lowest computing time is 40 msec compared to [13,20], as shown
in Fig. 7. As we note, the time for computing is increasingly
increasing as more data is generated for encryption. The [20]
consumes 80 msec for data blinding, and [13] requires more than
95 msec for data blinding, as shown in Fig. 7.

The physician of MI performs the decryption of the blinded
data during the data auditing and the patient’s treatment. Fig. 8
indicates that the cost of computing the proposed scheme is 16
msec, with the lowest cost of computing compared to [13,20].
This step-by-step increase has occurred due to several MIs activ-
ities. However, the highest overhead cost of computing is [13],
which is 30 msec, while [20] consumes 26.5 msec in the decryp-
tion process, which is the second lowest cost of computing. Fig. 9
338
Fig. 6. Impact of computation overhead-Execution time for Keys generation.

Fig. 7. Impact of computation overhead-Execution time for data blinding
process.

Fig. 8. Impact of computation overhead-Execution time for decryption.
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Fig. 9. Impact of computation overhead-Execution time for generation of mutual
keys.

Fig. 10. Impact of computation overhead for generation of different activities.

hows the cost of computing involved in various steps for the
eneration of the Combined_Securekey and Common_Sessionkey.
he Combined_Securekey is generated between Pt i andMI j through
GC with consumed 15.5 msec while Common_Sessionkey is gen-
rated between Pt i and TPCS through KGC with consumed 23.9
sec. Fig. 10 is showing the computation cost of On_Demand
ata, Emergency_Data and Data_Duplication. The lowest cost of
he computing for On_Demand Data service is 7 msec because the
I physician sends information of the specific vital sign and few
ther specifications to Pt . The Emergency_Data consumes 14 msec
f computation time during the preparation and transmission of
he alert signal to MI when the threshold value of the patient
xceeds the normal range. However, the data duplication and
pdation take about 25 msec of computation time to prepare and
pdate the patient data in different versions, as shown in Fig. 10.

. Conclusion

This paper has contributed to the innovative HIDE framework
evelopment for the IoT-Healthcare domain to trustworthy and
ecure patient data in cloud storage. The first trusted-secure
cheme is the attribute-based privacy-aware, which performs
ncryption and decryption of patient’s data by incorporating the
dea of shared (mutual) keys among different entities. In addition,
his method effectively manages and stores the same patient
ile data in different versions to prevent data duplication aimed
339
at tracking MIs and their respective individual physician(s) who
treat patients. The second revolutionary scheme is intelligent
content-based emergency data access control, which effectively
controls single and multiple patients’ health criticalities in life-
threatening circumstances using alert signals without human in-
tervention. The MI allocates healthcare services to patients based
on their health criticalities. The security analysis and experi-
mental results show that the proposed schemes have performed
efficiently and have obtained the desired results. Future research
will expand it to link hospitals and patients with efficient security
mechanisms using a deep learning algorithm.
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